Non-GMO Month
Our bodies are divinely created with an inherent
intelligence for recognizing what is food and
what is not food; what is nutritious and what is
not nutritious. GMO food has the potential for
introducing proteins that our systems do not
recognize, thereby creating allergens. To
understand more about this potential, be sure to see this Ted X video
presentation “awakening of a food industry analyst”. Robyn O’Brien
tells the story of her personal tipping point when her daughter became
ill. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rixyrCNVVGA .

A genetically modified organism has a modified genetic makeup using
recombinant DNA methods, also known as gene splicing. This science
creates unstable combinations of plant, animal, bacterial and viral
genes that do not occur in nature or through traditional crossbreeding
methods. Examples of genetically modified organisms and our food
supply are alfalfa, canola, corn, cotton, papaya, soy, sugar beet, yellow
squash, zucchini, and animal products. You can learn more about the
science of GMO in this report of myths and truths surrounding the
science and politics of GMO’s.: http://livingnongmo.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/11/GMO-Myths-and-Truths-edition2.pdf . This

report is lengthy and can be technical, however each myth and truth
begins with an overview and ends with a conclusion, enabling readers
with less time or tolerance for science speak, to better understand
GMO’s.
This link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RQkQXyiynYs&feature=youtu.be
opens a must see video from the perspective of a former pro GMO
scientist.

Another concern to keep in mind when shopping for non-GMO
products is body care. Remember, if it goes on the skin it gets into the
bloodstream and must also be processed through the liver. Everything
we put on our bodies can have the same devastating effects as what we
put in our body through the food we eat! In most cases the ingredients
that go into the lotion you use is grown using the same systems.
During the month of October, Perfect
Balance Wellness will help to build a nonGMO future by supporting non-GMO
month through raising awareness in our
community and circle of friends.
Throughout the store, you will find nonGMO products identified with the nonGMO Project’s butterfly logo. We have
designated 10/16/17-10/21/17 as nonGMO 5% week, in which 5% of your nonGMO purchases will be donated to the
Non-GMO Project. Tastings of non-GMO
products will be offered throughout the
month. Watch for drawings and raffles of
non-GMO products too!
How can you, as a consumer, get involved in this vitally important
movement of taking back our food supply? Go to
https://livingnongmo.org/ for GMO facts, podcasts and an app for your
smartphone that will assist you in finding non-GMO products and
retailers. This is a very useful app and a must have for everyone serious
about taking control of what they put into or on their bodies.

